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Atria POS System

User-friendly point of sale system that’s 
modern inside and out. 

The Heart of Your Business
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Operate Online and Offline
 No network, no worries! Don’t let 
connection issues interrupt trade

Atria POS will continue to operate without a 
local network or internet connection. Once the 
connection is restored your transactions will be  
automatically synced.

Atria Point of Sale System is a unique POS solution which is user-friendly, flexible and modern. 
Designed to grow with your business, Atria will evolve with the needs of your industry.

Atria POS System

Customisable POS Screen
 User-friendly operation for a quick  
checkout process

Allocate images to buttons to make it easier  
for operators to identify products. Use product  
groups to simplify screens and create your  
own favourite screens.

Training Mode
 Train staff quickly and minimise  
supervision time

Get staff up to speed quickly with real examples. 
Clerks in training mode can utilise Atria POS like 
normal clerks however the transactions aren’t 
reported on.

Variable Barcode Support
 Hassle free checkout process for all  
your packaged products

Capture price, weight, or price and weight data 
from variable barcodes. Atria POS supports a 
range of variable measure barcodes systems 
simultaneously.
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CRM 
 Make the most of customer data to  
help grow your business

Take control of your retail and wholesale 
customers. Get insights into what customers are 
purchasing and in what quantities. Reward your 
loyal customers with customer price levels and 
discounts to encourage repeat business.

End of Day Features
 Cash off quickly at the end of the day!

Coin counting feature allows you to eliminate 
time consuming recounts when a scale is 
connected to Atria POS.  Track cash flow for each 
shift and reduce error, theft and discrepancies. 
Restrict operators from accessing end of day 
functions using clerk permissions.

Extensive Tare Capabilities
 Ensure you’ve got the right weight,  
every time.

Operator can override a predetermined tare value 
from an item or can manually key in tare during 
operation. Configure pre-set tare keys to match 
packaging. Subtract multiple tares simultaneously 
with our unique multi tare feature.

EFTPOS Integration
 Quick, reliable and secure  
payment experience

Eliminate the potential for human error. Atria POS 
integrates with PC EFTPOS which is supported 
by all major Australian banks. Provide one receipt 
for customer. EFTPOS transaction is displayed on  
POS receipt. 



After hours phone and remote support available  
Call 1300 970 111

or visit www.wedderburn.com.au

Wedderburn Provides the Full Solution with  
Software and Hardware.

Advertising Screen
 Increase revenue by cross-selling and 
upselling using customer facing display 

Multiple screen sizes available to suit every 
operation. Advertising automatically expands to 
fit screen when inactive to maximise impact. You 
can assign unique ads to each system or store, or 
make it uniform across your whole business.

Paperless Transactions
 Reduce costs and help the environment

Clerks can easily turn on/off receipt printing 
function depending on customer needs. 
Easily print receipts from past tansactions 
if customer changes their mind.

National Measurement 
Institute (NMI) Compliant
 Trade confidently by weight

Atria POS has full supplementary certificate of 
approval from the NMI.  
NMI M7, Approval No. S721.

Web Based Management
 Have control over your business from 
anywhere, at any time

Atria’s web based management gives you the 
freedom to manage your store from anywhere. 
Change pricing and check how your store is 
trading on any device with an internet connection.
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